In this paper we investigate properties of a certain equivalence relation on reduced words in S, called Ca-equivalence. We combinatorially characterize the class of the lexicographically first reduced word of a permutation. We further show how this class is related to reduced words that are lattice words.
Introduction and notation
In this paper we investigate the properties of a certain equivalence relation on reduced words in S. called C 1-equivalence. The problem of enumerating these equivalence classes arises in the work of and also in work of 4] . See also I-8]. In this paper we give a combinatorial interpretation to a particular Cl-class, the class of the lexicographically first word. We characterize what types of words arise in this way and show that they can be realized as reduced words that only move left-right maxima.
In the final section of this paper we characterize which reduced words are lattice words. The motivation for this study is the observation that application of a commuting Coxeter relation preserves the lattice property. Thus every word that is C~-equivalent to a lattice word is itself a lattice word. We characterize exactly which permutations have reduced words that are lattice and enumerate this class as well. We now proceed to outline some of the basic terminology and notation in this paper.
Let a e S,, the symmetric group on the set {1, 2 ..... n} = [hi. Iftr = trl -.. cr~ (where al = a(i)) let For I ~< k ~< n, let O'lk be the permutation in S, in which the numbers I-k] appear in the same relative order as they do in a and the numbers {k + 1 ..... n} appear consecutively at the end. For example, if ~r = 7 3 5 4 2 1 6 then trl4 = 3 4 2 1 5 6 7. It will be convenient at times to view alk as being in Sk instead of S,.
For 1 ~< i ~< n -1 let zi -'-(i, i + 1) • S,. A reduced decomposition of tr is a sequence z~ ...... z,, where 1 ~< ai ~< n -I for all i and We will denote the empty word by e.
It is well known that given any two words v, co • ~(a) we can convert v to o9 by successive applications of the Coxeter relations C,: ij =ji, li-jl >~ 2,
If v can be converted to o9 by only using C1 then we call v and o9 Cl-equivalent.
In enumerating a certain Cl-class we will be concerned with counting the number of shifted Young tableaux of certain shapes. Let 2 = 21,22 ..... 2, be a partition into distinct parts, i.e., 2~ > 2i+1 for all i, 1 ~ i ~< t -1. where I),l = ~I=1 2~. We denote by 2" the conjugate partition of 2, where 47 = I{~, >~J}l.
The shifted diagram of 2, S(2), will correspond to the set of ordered pairs
S(2) = {(i,j)}i <~ j <<. 2~ + i-1, 1 <~ i <~ t}
partially ordered by the product order. A shifted Young tableaux of shape 2 is an order-preserving bijection between S (2) and [ [ 2 I].
Finally we will have cause to investigate two different posets related to reduced words. Our notation will follow [6] . In addition we will denote a cover relation in a poset by the symbol >-.
Lexicographically first words
In this section we characterize the lexicographically first reduced word of a permutation. We use this characterization to determine the type of such a word and to enumerate the types that occur.
Given o. ~ S,, define recursively a word 7(o.) in the letters [n -1] by
where 7(o-I1)= e. In this recursion we identify 7(o.I,-1) as being a permutation in S,-1.
Lemma 2.1. 7(o.) 6 ~(o.).
Proof Proof. This proof also follows easily by induction on n using the recursive definition of 7(o-). [] Let ~ and fl be two words in ~(o.). We linearly order ~(o.) lexicographically, i.e., if i is the smallest number such that a~ ~ fl~ and cq < fl~ then we say that ~ < ft. Let co(o.) be the lexicographically first (lex-first) word in ~(o.). for 1 ~ i ~ n -1. It is easy to check that this map is a bijection to partitions contained in the shape n -1, n -2 ..... 1. It is well known that the number of such partitions is the Catalan number (1/(n + 1))(2,"). [] Simion [5] has provided another proof of this corollary by showing that every type of a lex-first word in ~(n) can be uniquely realized by a permutation that is 231-avoiding. m j--1 ~mj+l.
The conditions (1) and (2) -word) if for all k, 1 ~< k ~< l, the transposition (tok) moves a lr-max to the left in the permutation (ol ""wk-1~. In this section we show that the Cx-class of the lex-first word is exactly the collection of left-right words. This is accomplished by showing that this Cl-class is contained in the set of left-right words and then showing that the cardinalities of the two sets are equal. For a more detailed treatment of left-right words see [2] .
The following lemma is an obvious consequence of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4. Given a linear extension x = x 1x2...x I of P(V) we assign it to a rearrangement vx of v defined by vx = vx,vx2 "'vx,. It is easy to see that this map is one-to-one (but not onto).
Example. Let v = 1 2 1 3 2 1. Then the Hasse diagram of the poset P(v) is shown in Fig. 2 . Corresponding to the linear extension x = 1 2 4 3 5 6 is the word vx = 1 2 3 1 2 1. Proof. Let to(a)= tot ""tol. The transposition (tok) introduces an inversion in the (tok, tok ). We will show that the map permutation (to1 ""t Ok-i) which we denote 1 2
Theorem 3.5. If v e ~(a), then the Crclass of v is equal to the set {vx Ix is a linear extension of P(v)} and hence the size of the Cl-class of v is the number of linear extensions of P(v).
is an isomorphism between the posets P = P(og(tr)) and I = l(tr). It is clear from the fact that to is a reduced word that it is a bijection of sets. We only need to show that it preserves order. First, we will show that P g I. Suppose that for k < j we have tok = l, ogj = l + 1 and there is no r such that k < r < j with to, = I + 1 or I. Then in P we have k < j. It follows that if 1 2 1 2 (tok,tok) (U,V) and = v and, since 09 is the = (to j, to~ ) = (x, y) then y lex-first word and hence an lr-word, x > u. This implies that (tok 1 , to2) < (to), to2) in P.
Similarly, if k < j and tog = l, toj = l --1 and there is no r such that k < r < j with to, = l -1 or l, then again in P we have k < j. If (tog 1 , tok 2) = (U, V) and (to), toz) = (x, y) then u = x, and since to is an lr-word, y must precede v in a. Hence ((Ok, (O k) < (to j, toj ) in P. It is easy to see that these two cases transitively close to produce P, hence P _ I.
To show that I _~ P, suppose that (k,l)>-(j,i) in I. By Lemma 3.4 there are two cases to be considered. First suppose that k = j, I precedes i and there is no m between (tos, tos ). Since I precedes i and (to,, co, ) and (k, i) = 1 2 l and i in tr with m < k. Let (k, l) = 1 2 to is the lex-first word, we know that s < r. The fact that there is no m < k between l and i means that in alk-1, l and i are adjacent, say in positions t and t + 1, respectively. Therefore, to, = t and to, = t + 1 and thus s < r in P.
On the other hand suppose that l = i, k >j and there is no m such that k > m >j (to,, to, ) and (j, 1) = (09~, to2). Since to is a lr-word it which precedes I. Let (k, l)= 1 2 follows that s < r. If we let tr-t I j-t (l) = t then we know that to~ = t. Since there is no m such that k > m >j which precedes l, we conclude that a-t [k-1(1) = t + 1 and thus to, = t + 1. Hence s < r in P. Since the cover relations of I are also in P we conclude thatl~_PandthusP=I.
[]
Corollary 3.7. For all tr E S,, the Cl-class of the lex-first word to(a) is exactly the set of left-right words of tr.
Proof. As shown in Lemma 3.2 the Cl-class of to(a) is contained in the lr-words of o. From Lemma 3.4 and Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 we see that the two sets are equinumerous and hence equal. [] We conclude this section by applying Corollary 3.7 to obtain a result of Stanley's. Recall that a permutation tr ~ S, is called 321-avoiding if for no i < j < k do we have
Lemma 3.8. A permutation tr ~ S, is 321-avoiding if and only if every word in ~(tr) is a left-right word.
Proof. If a word v e ~(tr) is not a lr-word then somewhere in the related chain the permutation (vl ""Vk+~) differs from (v~ ""Vk) by the transposition of a number which is not a lr-max. This implies that ( v ~ ..-v~ + ~ ) is not 32 l-avoiding and hence tr is not 321-avoiding.
On the other hand suppose that tr is not 321-avoiding and thus there are numbers i < j < k so that tr(i) > a(j) > ~(k). Then following an analysis similar to that in Section 2 we see that the lex-last word introduces the inversion (~(j), tr(k)) after both of the inversions (tr(i),tr(j)) and (tr(i),tr(k)) and thus this word is not a lr-word. [] 
Lattice words in ~(a)
In this section we investigate under what circumstances reduced words can be lattice words. It is an easy observation that C j-equivalence preserves the lattice property. Our main theorem is that the lattice property can only occur when tr is a dominant permutation of a very restricted type and the words are in the Cl-class of to(cr). We begin with some definitions. The following lemma characterizes the dominant permutations of a particular type that will be important for the sequel. We leave the proof to the reader. 
for 1 <~ i <~ n. In particular if2t = ).1+i then at+1 is a lr-max. The inversion set
Example. If n = 12 and 2 = 4443332211 then ~r = 567489310211112. Here r(4) = 1, r(3) = 4, r(2) = 7, r(1) = 9, r(0) = 11.
The reader should note that condition (*) on a partition 2 is equivalent to the condition that 2* has distinct parts. This will be important for Theorem 4.5. if i # l for 1 ~< i ~< t. We need to show that 2' still satisfies the conditions of (*). The only thing to check is that 21_ 1 = 21 + 1. Since tok = l in ~r we have t~ > e~+ ~ and thus 21-~ = 2t. Thus ~' is dominant of shape 2' which satisfies the conditions of (,). By induction to' is a lattice word of type 2'. Concatenating an l to to' will not affect the lattice property since 21-t > 21 and the proof is complete. [] We close this section by showing that the number of lattice words of certain dominant permutations is enumerated by shifted tableaux. It is easy to see that this is an order isomorphism between l(a) and S(2"). From Theorems 4.4 and 3.3 we conclude that the number of linear extensions of S(2") is equal to the number of lattice words of a. This is the same as the number of shifted Young tableaux on shape 2" so the theorem is proved. []
